In the framework of multi-domain Text-to-Speech synthesis it is essential to (i) design a hierarchically structured database for allowing several domains in the same speech corpus and (ii) include a text classification module that, at run time, assigns the input sentences to a domain or set of domains from the database. In this paper, we present a hierarchical text classifier based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which is capable of (i) organizing the contents of the corpus in a hierarchical manner and (ii) classifying the texts to be synthesized according to the learned structure. The document organization and classification performance of our ICA-based hierarchical classifier are evaluated in several encouraging experiments conducted on a journalistic-style text corpus for speech synthesis in Catalan.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, concatenative Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis systems moved from diphone based approaches, with only one instance per unit, to unit selection based methods [1, 2, 3] . These methods make use of a large speech database of continuous read speech (e. g. 1 hour of speech, see [4] for a review), allowing multiple instances per unit. This corpus has to be designed to cover as much linguistic and prosodic variability as possible for a particular language or domain [5] . The characterization of the database is still an on-going research issue [4] .
Unit selection TTS systems can produce sentences with high intelligibility and naturalness. However, this quality cannot usually be maintained throughout the whole sentence [6] . Thus, there is still a substantial amount of work necessary for the tuning of all parameters and features involved in the selection process [5] . As a first step, the unit selection systems have been applied to restricted domains giving high quality in synthetic speech within domain [6] .
As another step towards enhancing the synthetic speech quality, we presented a new TTS system based on a multi-domain structured database [7] . This approach takes advantage of the speech quality obtained with the limited-domain approach without discarding a general purpose system. Thus, the searching space is reduced achieving high speech quality within the target domain. This multi-domain TTS architecture involves a text classification module and a hierarchically organized speech corpus.
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Allowing for these requirements, we present a method based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA) for building a hierarchical thematic structure of the text corpus, and also for classifying the documents to be synthesized in the most appropriate domain of the corresponding speech corpus.
The training of our ICA-based hierarchical classifier is a partly supervised process, as it is developed on a manually labelled corpus. The aim of this process is to learn a hierarchical structure of thematic clusters of documents maximizing (i) the intra-cluster dependence, (ii) the inter-cluster independence and (iii) the documents' recall [8] , choosing the best classifier configuration. The projection matrices and the independent components (IC) of the training documents at each level of the derived hierarchy constitute our ICA-based classifier. Testing the classifier, or categorizing new documents under the learned hierarchical structure, consists in projecting the test documents onto the ICA space and comparing the result to the training IC. This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the fundamentals and the architecture of multi-domain text-to-speech conversion are presented. Section 3 deals with the description of the ICA-based hierarchical text classifier in terms of training and testing. In section 4 intensive experiments are described, and finally the conclusions of our work are discussed in Section 5.
MULTI-DOMAIN TEXT-TO-SPEECH (MD-TTS)
The main application of unit selection speech synthesis is a generalpurpose TTS system (GP-TTS), which is able to produce any desired utterance from an input text [1, 2, 3] . Although the synthetic speech quality is usually very high, there are still bad synthesis examples in the unit selection GP-TTS conversion [6] . Therefore, in order to improve this issue, the unit selection process has been applied to limited domains (LD-TTS), achieving very high quality within those domains (see [4] for a review).
Furthermore, the GP speech database is usually designed to ensure that the recorded speech does not exhibit any strong speaking style, i.e. it sounds neutral [9] . As the TTS conversion heavily reflects the style and the coverage of the recorded database [5, 9] , the synthetic speech quality decreases when the target domain of the input text mismatches the style coverage of the GP speech database [6, 10] . Chu et al. [10] also presented an approach for improving a GP-TTS system by incorporating some domain adaptation to improve the naturalness of speech.
Taking into account these ideas, we designed a multi-domain TTS (MD-TTS) system [7] (see Figure 1 ) in order to obtain high synthetic speech quality (like the LD-TTS approach) in a GP-TTS framework. This architecture allows the coexistence of different domains in the same speech corpus: several emotions at the top level (sadness, happiness, etc.), various styles for each emotion (journalistic, literary, etc.) and diverse fields per style (politics, sports, . . . , tales, poetry, etc.). Moreover, notice that while the vocabulary of each domain will certainly be specialized, it has to be designed with good phonetic and prosodic coverage [11] . Figure 1 shows the MD-TTS architecture, which involves including a text classification module for different domains [7] , and designing a hierarchically structured database, which is essential for allowing several domains in the same speech corpus [9] .
ICA-BASED HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFIER
The following paragraphs present a general description of ICA applied to text classification and the ICA-based hierarchization method for training and testing the classifier.
ICA in text classification
Text classification (TC) can be defined as the process of classifying documents into a set of predefined categories. These methods are often based on the vector space model (VSM) representation [8] . As a result, each document is defined as a vector of weights related to the terms composing the text. Before the final text representation, some pre-processing strategies are applied, looking for relevant linguistic components (stop listing and stemming) and significant semantic features (allowing dimensionality reduction) [8] .
In the context of TC, the application of ICA is based on the assumption that a document collection (or corpus) is generated by a combination of topics [12, 13, 14] . Thus, a document is generated by the interaction of independent hidden random variables (thematic topics).
Using ICA in TC is related to Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15] . This technique projects the documents onto a dimensionally reduced orthogonal space, extracting the K principal components from the data. This procedure is equivalent to the usual whitening preprocessing step that simplifies ICA algorithms [16] . Applying ICA on the LSA data yields K independent topics which generated the documents, allowing their classification.
Training the classifier: document organization
Once the training documents are represented in the K-dimensional LSA space, ICA is applied yielding K generating thematic topics (independent components, IC) which generated the collection. The projection of the LSA data onto the ICA space is computed by maximizing the third order moment (skewness) of the data [14] . We implement this process by means of a fixed-point algorithm (FastICA [16] ), which presents fast and reliable convergence.
The value of the IC of each document is proportional to its relevance to the corresponding thematic topic. Therefore, sorting documents by their IC allows document categorization; that is, each independent component defines a cluster of documents related to the associated thematic topic.
Another key issue of the method is the choice of the space dimensionality (K). In the MD-TTS context, the document organization process is developed on a hand-labelled corpus, i.e. the basic number of topics (T ) is known a priori. Nevertheless, no hierarchical information is available. By means of the ICA method the corpus is hierarchized (which is essential for MD-TTS synthesis), depending on the relation between K and T :
1. If K = T , the documents are assigned to the basic domains.
If K < T, domains are merged into upper level clusters
containing the most statistically dependent domains.
3. If K > T, domains are split into sub-domains, creating lower level clusters.
Intuitively, the documents belonging to a thematically homogeneous domain tend to group in one cluster, which will be discovered for small values of K. On the other hand, documents from a more varied domain will be distributed in several clusters, which will only be discovered when the dimensionality of the space is increased. It is important to note that in a document collection there may exist more topics than those indexed by a human labeller [14] .
In order to determine the lower hierarchical structure of the corpus (see figure 1) , ICA is iteratively applied for increasing values of K > T , until the optimal number of clusters for each domain is found. At each step, the recall [8] of the clusters is calculated, selecting as the optimal number of clusters the one yielding the maximum recall for each domain.
As a summary, the results of training the ICA-based hierarchical classifier are the LSA projection matrices, the ICA separating matrices (W) and the independent components of the training documents at each level of the hierarchy.
Testing the classifier: document classification
The document classification process follows three steps: first, the vectors representing the test documents are projected onto the training LSA space [15] . Secondly, these LSA components are mapped onto the ICA space by means of the separating matrices W obtained from the document organization process. And thirdly, the training and test IC are compared and sorted in order to classify the test documents.
EXPERIMENTS
The following experiments have been conducted on a collection of articles extracted from the Catalan newspaper AVUI, compiled during two periods of time in 2000 and 2003 [7] . This journalisticstyle corpus is composed of 200 documents (2600 terms) divided into four thematic domains (fields): D = {politics (60 documents), society (60 docs), music (40 docs), theatre (40 docs)}. These documents are represented by means of their term frequency [8] in the VSM after stop listing and stemming.
The proposed ICA-based method for multi-domain corpus hierarchization has been evaluated in two stages: training (document organization) and test (document classification). The first stage consists of building a hierarchical classifier, which is evaluated by comparing its decisions to the labelled documents. In the second stage, the documents excluded from the training phase are used to test the classifier (test sets ranging from 5 to 20% of the corpus). Moreover, these train-and-test experiments have been developed following a 10-fold cross-validation approach [8] . This is due to the reduced size of text corpora in the MD-TTS framework, when compared to larger document collections referred in TC literature (e.g. the Reuters collection [8] ).
Document organization
The following experiments analyze the capabilities of the ICA algorithm for organizing the documents in the corpus hierarchically.
Merging domains
The first experiment consists of finding K = {2, 3, 4} clusters (K = 1 is the full database), obtaining the upper levels of the hierarchy, which we named macro-domains, superdomains and domains, respectively. As we are looking for homogeneous clusters, recall is the parameter used for evaluating the performance of the document organization process (see table 1 ). According to the terminology defined in section 3.2, for K = 2 the documents are clustered into two macro-domains: politics+society and music+theatre. Furthermore, for K = 3 the documents are categorized under three superdomains: politics, society and music+theatre (see figure 3 for a graphical representation). Table 1 . Recall of the clusters obtained by the ICA algorithm over six of the different training configurations after 10-fold averaging.
The TC algorithm presents a stable behaviour for the analyzed training configurations. Thus, the ability of hierarchization of the ICA-based method is demonstrated, which is essential in the MD-TTS framework as discussed previously.
Splitting domains
The second experiment evaluates the ability of the ICA method to classify documents when searching for subdivisions of original domains, which we called sub-domains. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the recall of each domain for K > 4, averaged across all the test configurations. The maximum recall in the politics domain is achieved for K = 6 (in average, .91), improving the result obtained when K = 4 (see figure 2) . The optimal number of subdomains corresponding to the politics documents is 4. On the other hand, society, music and theatre documents tend to group in one cluster though the dimensionality of the ICA space is increased, i.e. the maximum recall is achieved when K = 4.
These results are dependent on the corpus contents. Thus, in order to obtain a rich hierarchical organization for each domain, the MD-TTS corpus should be designed consequently. As a summary of the document organization process, figure 3 shows the final hierarchical structure obtained after averaging the 10-fold experiments using 80% of documents for training.
Document classification
The following experiment evaluates the accuracy [8] of the ICAbased classifier built after the training process. Table 2 shows the accuracy averaged through the 10 and 20% test experiments, related to the training processes evaluated in table 1. The classification of the test society documents presents a worse behaviour due to the heterogeneity of their contents, compared to the higher accuracies achieved for the rest of the domains. four IC (each defining a sub-domain) than with just one domain. This is due to their diverse thematic contents. Moreover, good accuracies are still obtained when the number of training documents is notably reduced (at the most, training the classifier with 40% of documents per domain yields an average test accuracy of .81 for K = 4). Thus, the ICA-based method has presented a remarkable generalization ability in our experiments.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented an ICA-based hierarchical document classifier for multi-domain Text-to-Speech (MD-TTS) synthesis. The experiments demonstrate its good performance for text corpus hierarchization. Moreover, the classifier achieves encouraging results for different training and testing configurations, even when few documents are available. This ability is essential in the MD-TTS context due to the reduced size of the corpus. In addition, as could be expected, the final hierarchical structure is highly dependent on the contents of the corpus. Further studies will be focused on determining whether the derived hierarchical structure of the corpus is optimal after formal listening tests using the hierarchized MD-TTS database. Another key point is considering the reliability of the decisions taken by the classifier. For instance, if we try to classify documents belonging to none of the domains contained in the corpus, the relevance scores for all the thematic topics will be low. Thus, a more robust classifier would be built if this information was taken into account.
